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Dear CAPA Members and friends:

It has been my great honor and privilege to serve you as the CAPA president for 2017-2018. Since its establishment in 2003, and with continuous and collective efforts from our previous presidents, officers of all subcommittees, and all active members, CAPA has become a national and internationally recognized pathologist organization with over 600 active members today.

CAPA consists of members cross North America, in both academic and private practice; in both AP and CP; with both experienced and pathologists in training. As individuals, we are extremely accomplished. We have many members with nationally and internationally reputation in their fields, many members serving in various leadership positions, such as Pathology Department Chairs, Directors for Anatomic Pathology, Directors for Residency and Fellowship Programs, and Directors/Business Owners in various settings of private practices; many members serving in various National Pathology Organizations. As a group, we still have long way to go. With individual and collective effort from all of us, I hope to see even bigger and greater contribution and impact to the national and international Pathology Community from all of our members.

During the past year, each CAPA subcommittee, led by an EC member has volunteered countless of hours of their free time and talent, and made the unprecedented accomplishments in CAPA history. Please see the names in Award List in the following pages.

Education subcommittee (Chair: Dr. Wei Xin):
- Five Meetings: 1) Hosting the third CAPA diagnostic Pathology Course, Chicago, Aug 19-20, 2017; 2) Co-organizing the third CAPA-Beijing Pathology Symposium, Beijing, Sep 2-3, 2017; 3) Organizing the CAPA session during Chinese Society of Pathology Annual Meeting, Suzhou, Oct 26-29, 2017; 4) Organizing the First CAPA Overseas CME Course in Dali, China, Oct 21-22, 2017; and 5) Organizing the First Poster session, co-hosted with Chinese Society of Pathology, with presentations from both U.S. and China, and the First Subspecialty Session on Breast Pathology at CAPA Annual Meeting at 2018 USCAP, Vancouver, March 17, 2018
- Four-Five Online lectures, including 7 expert special lectures: This weekly online educational courses has been a great success, with average of 300 people participating each time, with both residents, fellows and practicing pathologists.
A special thanks to Dr. Wei Xin, Chair for education committee and Dr. Linsheng Zhang, Chair for Online education subcommittee

Website Committee (Chair: Dr. Andy Ke): With significant effort from each member in this subcommittee, our website has made significant progress. By creating both public access - including meeting announcement, CAPA subcommittees and officers, sponsor links, etc.; and member-only access - our interesting cases, great photos, travel tips, cooking recipes, and more.

(Cont’d on Page 3)
Most Importantly, we have completed our online membership database and successful hosted our first CAPA election via our website, a special thanks to our IT expert and web-designer Dr. Jie Song.

**Newsletter committee (Chair: Dr. Huan-You Wang):** This subcommittee has published quarterly newsletters with news from our members, reports from each subcommittee, interesting cases, great photos, best recipes, etc, a special thanks to our Chief editor, Dr. Fan Chen.

**Award Committee (Chair: Dr. Linsheng Zhang):** This year award committee, a very dedicate and hard working team led by Drs. Linsheng Zhang, Xinmin Zhang and Charles Guo have reviewed and scored about 150 abstracts over a two week period. We have created four categories of awards for these poster sessions, and are looking forward to a great presentation at this meeting.

**Membership Committee (Chair: Dr. Guoping Cai):** We have made unprecedented accomplishment, with over 600 active members, many of them are lifetime members. We have also reset the membership clock: those who pay due between Jan 10, 2017 and Jan 10, 2018 are eligible to vote during 2018 CAPA election; and those who pay dues after Oct 1, 2018, enjoy membership benefit from Oct 2017 to Dec 2018.

**Public Relation Committee (Chair: Dr. Lirong Cheng):** Under the leadership of Dr. Lirong Cheng, we have received the single largest sponsorship in CAPA history this year. We want to express our sincere thanks for those who work tirelessly to secure these supports and to all the sponsors.

**Bylaws Committee (Chair: Dr. Rouqing Huang and vice Chair: Jie Ye, Feng Li):** They have led Drs. Ziwei Ma, Fanyou Chen, Marilyn Bui, Andy Ke, Linsheng Zhang, Wei Xin, Haodong Xu, Ruliang Xu, Jun Wang, Xiaohua Qian, Buiyan Chen, Jafan Liu, worked tirelessly on our Bylaws revision.

One particular event. I want to mention it here was during the "insensitive comments made by Ms. Driscoll in CAP-Today", many of our members, including Dr. Jiaoti Huang, Dr. Wei Xin, Dr. John Gao, Dr. Jie Ye, and Dr. Mujun Yu have stood out and made great contribution in resolving this issue.

Together, we have made history for CAPA, and together, we have made the impossible possible.

Ping Tang, MD, PhD
CAPA President 2017-2018
Dear CAPA members,

It is my great honor to be elected as CAPA President 2018-2019 and I thank you for giving me the privilege to serve all of you. I am looking forward to work with each of you who demonstrate passion and enthusiasm in making CAPA greater.

I would like to thank all my predecessors for the exceptional work they have done in pursuit of our goal and acknowledge their great achievement. I would also like to congratulate Dr. Huan-You Wang for being elected as President-elect (2018-2019) and Drs. Feng Li, Xiuli Liu, and Zenggang Pan for being new Executive Committee members.

Great teamwork makes a society competitive and respectable, which is a prerequisite to maker CAPA greater and for us to collaborate with other national and international pathology societies. In the upcoming year, our servant leadership will apply lessons and wisdom gained from previous experience. Among our priorities is to make an amendment to the current CAPA Bylaws led by the Bylaws Committee. In addition, we hope all of us to commit to a culture of cohesiveness, inclusiveness, effective communication, and mutual support, all of which are essential to the healthy growth and unification of our society.

With CAPA’s key mission, i.e., improvement of education opportunities and professional skills, the focus of our new leadership team remains on education. The plans include, but not limited to, continue online lecture that has been running so well under the leadership of Drs. Linsheng Zhang and Zenggang Pan; host the 4th CAPA Diagnostic Pathology Course (New York, August 25-26, 2018); resume CAP companion meeting and continue CAPA awards to encourage members to pursue academic excellence. We will outreach interactions between CAPA and other Pathology Societies in the U.S., China and other international societies and participate in education events in a variety of levels. In addition, we will make effort to promote a healthy CAPA election on the basis of the amended Bylaws.

Together, we will embrace our profound purpose of making our CAPA greater and stronger. I hope you will join me in building the momentum for this great cause.

Sincerely yours,

Yun Gong, MD
CAPA president 2018-1019
MD Anderson Cancer Center
The 16th CAPA Annual Program
Pan Pacific Hotel, Crystal Pavilion Room A, Vancouver, BC Canada
12:00 Noon - 5:45 PM, Saturday, March 17, 2018

12-2:00 pm registration, lunch and poster session

2:00-3:45 pm Breast Pathology Undated:

Dr. Wentao Yang (Fudan University Cancer Center, China): Breast carcinoma resembling tall cell variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma

Dr. Gary Tse (Hong Kong Chinese University, China): Differential diagnosis of spindle cell tumors of the breast

Dr. Ian Ellis (University of Nottingham, England): Low grade triple negative breast cancer, recent advances

Dr. Puay Hoon Tan (Singapore General Hospital, Singapore): Diagnostic dilemma for fibroepithelial lesions of the breast in young patients

3:45-5:45 pm Business Meeting
Report progress by President, EC and Treasurer
CAPA Awards ceremony
Remarks from presidents from USCAP, CAP and CSP
President-Elect Presentation
Presentations from Sponsors
Group photo

6:00-8:00 pm: Banquet at Victoria Chinese Restaurant
**CAPA Awards**

**CAPA Honorary Award**

Patrick E. T. Godbey, MD, FCAP, FACOG is laboratory director at Southeastern Pathology Associates in Brunswick, GA. and has clinical appointments with the Medical College of Georgia and College of Coastal Georgia. He is also Chairman of the Board of the Camden Healthcare Network (300 member multi-specialty physician organization), laboratory director, Southeast Georgia Health System and a member of the State of Georgia Maternal Mortality Review Board. He is currently President-elect of the College of American Pathologists. Dr. Godbey is board certified in anatomic and clinical pathology and in obstetrics and gynecology. He is a graduate of University of Georgia and the Medical College of Georgia.

**CAPA President’s Award**

Yang Juren graduated from West China Medical University in 1991 and obtained a doctoral degree. He was assigned to the Cancer Institute Hospital of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) as a chief physician in 1993. Since December 12, 1999, he has been the vice-chief. Since December 12, 1999, he has been the chief. He studied at the University of Nebraska Medical Center from 2002 to 2003. He is currently the director of the Pathology Department, PLA General Hospital, and the head of the Shenyang Medical University, Kunming Medical University, and Kunming University of Science and Technology. Professor Yang Juren has been engaged in clinical pathological diagnosis, graduate teaching and scientific research. His research direction is breast cancer molecular mechanisms, early diagnosis, and targeted therapy. He has主持国家自然科学基金项目、军队医药卫生计划项目、云南省自然科学基金重点项目等27项, 在国内外发表论文170篇, 主编参编专著3部, 以第一完成人获省部级和军队科技成果奖11项（其中一等奖4项、二等奖1项），获授权国家发明专利3项、培养研究生40余人。

Currently, he serves as the vice chairman of the Chinese Academy of Pathology, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairman of the Chinese Medical Equipment Association, the vice chairman of the Chinese Research Hospital, the vice chairma
Dr. Zu-hua Gao obtained his Medical degree from Qingdao Medical College, Master degree from Harbin Medical University, and PhD degree from Peking Union Medical College. Dr. Gao received his post-doctoral fellowship training at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, pathology residency training at Dalhousie University, and subspecialty pathology fellowship at the University of Chicago. As a general surgical pathologist, Dr. Gao’s clinical expertise is primarily on diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and liver. As an Educator, Dr. Gao teaches undergraduate medical students pathology courses, supervise graduate students, residents and fellows. Dr. Gao has written two text books: the LMCC Clinical Skills book (3rd edition) for medical students and the Pathology Review and Practice Guide book for pathology residents (2nd edition, translated into 4 languages). As a well-funded research scientist, Dr. Gao published over 130 peer reviewed articles and over 60 abstracts and meeting presentations. Dr. Gao received many awards including Junior Scientist Award in Canada in 2003 and the Distinguished Overseas Scholar Award by the City of Beijing in 2010. As an administrator, Dr. Gao had been the Head of Anatomical Pathology and Cytopathology at the University of Calgary that includes 5 university-affiliated hospitals between 2007-2011. Dr. Gao is currently the Pathologist-in-Chief for McGill University Health Center that includes 6 university-affiliated hospitals and the Chair for the Department of Pathology at McGill University that includes 9 university-affiliated hospitals. In 2017, Dr. Gao became a Fellow of the British Royal Society of Medicine and a member of the Chinese Sate Council Scientific Advisory Committee. In 2018, Dr. Gao is the invited Canadian representative in the Chinese National People's Political Consultative Conference.

Dr. Liang Cheng is the inaugural Virgil H. Moon Endowed Professor of Pathology and Urology at Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. Currently, he is Chief of the Genitourinary Pathology Service, Director of the Urologic Pathology Fellowship, and Director of Molecular Diagnostics and Molecular Pathology Laboratories. Dr. Cheng is board certified in Molecular Genetic Pathology,
Anatomic and Clinical Pathology by the American Board of Pathology. Dr. Cheng has received numerous prestigious awards including the Stowell-Orbison Award from the United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology (USCAP) and the Koss Medal Award from the International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP). Dr. Cheng received the Arthur Purdy Stout Prize from the Arthur Purdy Stout Society of Surgical Pathologists in recognition of outstanding contributions to the field of surgical pathology for a surgical pathologist less than 45 years old. Dr. Cheng has published over 850 peer-reviewed SCI articles in high-impact scientific journals. His published work has been cited more than 35,000 times (ISI Web of Science h-index: 96). He is also the author of over 100 book chapters and several books, including Bladder Pathology, Urologic Surgical Pathology, Essentials of Anatomic Pathology, Molecular Genetic Pathology, Molecular Surgical Pathology, and Atlas of Anatomic Pathology (Series Editor). Currently, he is an active member of over 30 Editorial Boards, including Molecular Cancer (Associate Editor), Human Pathology (Senior Associate Editor), American Journal of Surgical Pathology, Modern Pathology, Histopathology, Journal of Pathology, Journal of Clinical Pathology, European Journal of Cancer, Pathology, Future Oncology, Urologic Oncology, Expert Review of Anticancer Therapy, Critical Reviews in Oncology/Hematology, Expert Review of Precision Medicine and Drug Development (Editor in Chief) and others. Dr. Cheng's research focuses on translational studies of genitourinary cancers and molecular diagnostics of solid tumors.

**CAPA Zu-Hua Gao Service Award**

Dr. Zongming Eric Chen (Presented by Dr. Yun Gong) is currently a staff pathologist and director of immunohistochemistry lab at Geisinger Health in Pennsylvania. He has been a member of CAPA since 2004 and was one of the first winners of the “CAPA award for best abstract by trainee” in 2006. He served as CAPA treasurer from 2015 to 2018. During the time, he was actively involved in organizing and participating in almost every CAPA meeting and education event. He also initiated and contributed to a continuous process to standardize CAPA account management and financial practice. He was awarded “the member of the year” in 2016 and 2017. He is a lifetime member of CAPA.
**CAPA Awards (Continued)**

**CAPA Member of the Year**

Dr. Songqing Zhao: Dr. Zhao is the first CAPA member made significant personal donation to CAPA.

Dr. He Wang: Dr. Wang is responsible for obtaining the CME from our Chicago meeting, many revisions afterwards.

Dr. Jie Song: Dr. Song has created the new website what has complete the member database and successfully administrated our first website voting.

Dr. Ximin Yang: Dr. Yang is the hero behind our Chicago Meeting, from securing free auditorium in Northwest Cancer Center, to obtain discounted hotel, to host Friday night reception.

Dr. Fan Chen: Dr. Chen is the editor in chief for CAPA eNewsletter and Brochures for CAPA Annual Meeting for last three years, she has done an outstanding professional level job.

**CAPA Appreciation Award**

**Education (Chicago, Dali, Vancouver, and Online):**

Xiaoqi Lin, Helen Chen, Chunhua Cui, Chen Zhou, Xiaoping Sun, Shuyuan Xiao, Xianzhong Ding, Zenggang Pan, Yaxia Zhang, Hong Jiang

**Website, NewsLetters, Membership:**

Yanxia Li, Guilan Chen, Wei Zhang, Xiuli Liu, Qingqing Ding, Lee-Chin Zhu, Fang Qian, Chunhau Cui, Xin Han

**Public Relations:**

Ziwei Ma, John Gao, Marilyn Bui, Huihong Xu, Xiaoji Lin, Ximing Yang

**Award Committee:**

Xinmin Zhang, Chengquan Zhao, Jack (Xu) Yang, Yaxia Zhang, Wenqing Cao, Hua Yang, Shuyue Ren, Rohn Fann; Charles Guo, Zaibo Li, Jinming Song, Hailing Zhang, Xiaohui Zhang, Lijuan Wang, Linsheng Zhang, Guoli Chen, Shunyou Gong, Changqing Ma, Limin Yu, Xuchen Zhang, Jiehao Zhou

**General:**

Haiyan Chen, Jia Ye, Mujun Yu, Shuyuan Xiao, Chin-Lee Wu, Shuan Li, Ruoqing Huang
CAPA Awards (Continued)

Speakers for CAPA Education Events

**CAPA - Beijing:** Wei Jiang, Ping Tang, Ximing Yang, David Zhou

**CAPA, Chicago:** Marilyn Bui, Guoping Cai, Beiyun Chen, Yingbei Chen, Zongming Chen, Liang Cheng, Lirong Cheng, Yun Gong, Andy Ke, Feng Li, Jingmei Lin, Xiaoqi Lin, Xiuli Liu, Yan Peng, Xiaohua Qian, Qinghu Ren, Steven Shen, Xiaoping Sun, Ping Tang, Hanlin Wang, Huamin Wang, Yun Wu, Shuyuan Xiao, Wei Xin, Haodong Xu, Huihong Xu, Guangyu Yang, Hua Yang, MD, Ximing Yang, MD, PhD, Huihui Ye, MD, Jay Ye, Limin Yu, Hong Zhang, Miao Zhang, Yaxia Zhang, Ming Zhou, Haiyan Chen, Chunhua Cui, Xiuzhen Duan, Shunyou Gong, Xueli Hao, Wendy Liu, Lijuan Wang, Bihong Zhao,

**CAPA-Yunnan, Dali:** Guoping Cai, Beiyun Chen, Longwen Chen, Andy Ke, Xiaohua Qian, Kun Ru, Gary Tse, Dongfeng Tan, Ping Tang, Shuyuan Xiao, Wei Xin, Ximing Yang, Linsheng Zhang, Lizhi Zhang, Wenxin Zheng,

**CAPA-CSP, Suzhou:** Wei Xin, Dongfeng Tan, Buiyun Chen, Longwen Chen, Cai, Guoping, Yu, Limin

**Onlines (2017-2018):** Xiangtian (Max) Kong, Qinghu Ren, Lihong Bu, Zenggang Pan, Changqing (Cathy) Ma, Zhiyong Ren, Ming Zhou, Xiuli Liu, Qing (Grace) Zhao, Wei Jiang, Guoli Chen, Xuchen Zhang, Baojin Fu, Henry Yang, Limin Yu, Liping Liu, Chen Zhang, Yi Zhou, Zaibo Li, Xiaoxian (Bill) Li, Hua Yang, Jiehao Zhou, Yaxia Zhang, Wei Xin, Michael Klein, Xiaohua Qian, Xiangrong Zhao, Yang Shi, Linsheng Zhang, Youzhong Yuan, Deyin Xing, Yi Ding, Gang Zheng, Wei Wang, Huanyou Wang, Deyin Xing, Yumei Fu, Dan Lu, Hui Zhu, Wendong Yu, Yi Ding, Jim Zhai, Shutong Bai, Jianying Zeng, Jingxin Qiu, Rong Li, Dehua Wang

**Poster Presenters**

**China:** Yanhua Bai, Min Bao, Jietian Jin, Wenyi Jing, Xiaoying Lou, Peihong Shen, Yunfei Shi, Peng Sun, Julun Yang, Joe Yeong, Jingping Yuan, Lirong Zhang, Yanlin Zhang, Danyang Zheng, Ruohong Shui

**US:** Hong Jiang, Li Lei, Hongbo Wang, Lin Zhang, Haiying Zhan, Shuo Xu, Jian Shen, Xinyu Wu, Ding Dai, Dongwei Zhang, Hong Fang, Xiaqin Zhu, Jia Xu, Zhichun Lu, Lijun Xue, Kevin Ren, Haoliang Xu, Xin He, Xiaoyan Liao, Rong Xia, Wei Xie, Yansheng Hao, Guofeng Gao, Tong Sun, Li Chen, Kwun Wah Wen, Fei Chen, Liwei Jia , Xiang Xu, Yaohong Wang, Zheng Ping, Di (Andy) Ai, Hongbo Wang, Xi Zhang, Yiang Hui, Haoliang Xu, Hongxing Gui, Hongjie Li, Zhongbo Jin, Yan Liu, Guofeng Gao, Xin Zhang, Diana Dai, Tiannan Wang, Hong Jiang, Fengming Chen, Li Liang, Shuhua Ma
CAPA Lifetime Members (Alphabetical Order)

Shuting Bai, Lihong Bu, Marilyn Bui, philip Cagle, Jianping Cai, Qing Chang, Yi-Hua Chen, Hui Chen, Sheng Chen, Wei Chen, Zongming Chen, Yayan Chen, Yan Chen, Qianghua Chen, Ning Neil Chen, Longwen Chen, Helen Chen, Mark Chen, Fan Chen, Baorong Chen, Ahechen Chen, Guiilan Chen, Lin Cheng, Ningli Cheng, Liorning Cheng, Hong Cheng, Anthony Chi, Chunhua Cui, Qian Dai, Qingqing Ding, Xiuzhen Duan, Xuemo Fan, Rong Fan, Fang Fan, Wei Feng, Liying Fu, Baojin Fu, Guofeng Gao, John Gao, Lan Gellert, Yulan Gong, Ping Gong, Yun Gong, Yan Gu, Hui Guan, Lizhen Gui, Xiaoling Guo, Xueli Hao, Gang He, Wei Hong, Peihong Hsu, Qinglong Hu, Lulin Hu, Jun Hu, Huankai Hu, Jack Huang, Qin Huang, Ruoqing Huang, Jiaoti Huang, Peng Ji, Hongchent Jia, Yuying Jiang, Ming Jiang, Ni Jin, Ming Jin, Xin Jing, Max Kong, Peng Lee, Faqian Li, Zujin Li, Cuizhen Li, Jim li, Weihong Michelle Li, Xin Li, XIAOQUN Li, Hongmei Li, Guiyuan Li, Zaibo Li, Yanping Li, Yanhua Li, Shuan Li, Shaoqing Li, Long Li, Lin Li, Jinhong Li, Hong Li, Feng Li, Yanxia Li, Songlin Liang, Mei Liang, Guanghong Liao, Jingmei Lin, Fan Lin, Yuan Lin, Ying Liu, Yun-guang Liu, Jun Liu, Xiaolin Liu, Yinxian Liu, Xiuli Liu, Wenhua Liu, Wendy Liu, Weiguou Liu, Shaojun Liu, Jinsong Liu, Jian Liu, Haiyan Liu, Fang Liu, Chen Liu, Daniele Lu, Pifu Luo, Frank Luo, Zhiwei Ma, Xiaoaling Ma, Yiqiong (Joan) Mao, Jun Mo, Kai Ni, Xingcao Nie, Guilian Niu, Jie Ouyang, Danhua Pan, Zhiheng Pei, Yingchao Piao, Robert Pu, Junqi Qian, Xiaohua Qian, Fang Qian, Ying Qin, Rulong Ren, Zhiyong Ren, Youjun Shen, Steven Shen, Weiwei Shi, Dongping Shi, Jinru Shia, Jie Song, Mu Su, J Sun, Xiaoping Sun, Wei Sun, Hongliu Sun, Dongfeng Tan, Wozhan Tang, Ping Tang, Daniel Tang, Wei Tian, Emily Volk, Gang Wang, Wenle Wang, Cheng Wang, Hongling Wang, Yanhua Wang, Chunjie Wang, Xiaoqiong Wang, Yihong Wang, Yan Wang, Steven Wang, Min Wang, Ling Wang, Liang(Larry) Wang, Lijuan Wang, Lan Wang, Huayou Wang, Huamin Wang, He Wang, Hanlin Wang, Dehua Wang, Beverly Wang, Eric Wei, Jianjun Wei, Fang Wen, Jamie Wu, Yihui Wu, Susan Wu, Sang Wu, Chin-Lee Wu, Ling Xia, Shuyuan Xiao, Donglin Xie, Silvia Xie, Wei Xin, Dongsheng Xu, Xiaowei Xu, Gang Xu, Chengen (Chenny) Xu, Xiaomeng Xu, Weisheng Xu, Huihong Xu, Bo Xu, Ruliang Xu, shirley Yan, xuebin yang, Dingming Yang, Ximeng Yang, Hongyu Yang, Bin Yang, Xu Yao, Huihui Ye, Hong Yin, Hong Yin, Limin Yu, Hongbo Yu, Qihui (Jim) Zhai, Dahua Zhang, Wei Zhang, Yanhong Zhang, Zesong Zhang, Yaxia Zhang, Xiaohui Zhang, Xiaohong Zhang, Songlin Zhang, Lizhi Zhang, Lanjing Zhang, Jun Zhang, David Zhang, Jing Zhang, Yan Zhang, Huicong Zhao, Bin Zhao, Songqing Zhao, Xiaohui Zhao, Xiangrong Zhao, Qing Zhao, Chengquan Zhao, Bihong Zhao, Tim Zheng, Wenxin Zheng, Su Zheng, Hua Zhong, Minghao Zhong, Jin Zhong, Zhongren Zhou, Weidong Zhou, Ting Zhou, Ming Zhou, Jiehao Zhou, Chen Zhou, Lee-Ching Zhu, Youli Zu